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In past articles, like Special Prosecutor John "The Punisher" Durham, who took down James
Whitey Bulger, I have been making a case. Not a case against The Clinton Crime Syndicate, but
a case that we are witnessing a brilliant Divine plan unfold right in front of our eyes. This plan
involves the 17th letter of the alphabet, President Trump, millions of righteous people who are
starting to wake up to all the deception going on around here, John Durham himself, and so
much more. Speaking of Durham, as I am writing this, he is wrapping up his case in chief against
Michael Sussman today where he called his 17th and final witness. 17 witnesses, eh? Interesting
number. Not 16 or 18. 17. It is no coincidence that John Durham was appointed as special
prosecutor on the very day Q posted his first drop on the 4chan message board.
Like Durham's witnesses, my articles are building on top of what the previous presented, so if
you have not read the earlier ones, please go back and do so. Otherwise, you will not fully
appreciate many of the points I will make with this witness. I can wait. I have a nice cigar and
bourbon in front of me calling my name…

You're back. Perfect timing. I was just finishing my cigar. You ready? Might want to bring an
umbrella. There's a storm a' brewing…
But first, a little refresher may be warranted on the Q Code numbers as it may have been a while
for some of you since reading my previous articles.
17 = Q in simple English Gematria as Q is the 17th letter of the alphabet.
19 = Q in the Hebrew Alephbet, or Qof (pronounced koof), as it is the 19th letter.
11 = Q in the hexadecimal system.

10 or 55 = 5:5 which is code for loud and clear or perfect understanding. 19 (1 and 9) also = 10.
Here is one I have not touched on in the past. 10 also = Q in Reverse Ordinal Gematria where
Z = 1, Y = 2, X = 3, etc., Q = 10.
17 is a combination of 10 and 7. 7 means completion or perfection. 1 and 7 = 8 which is linked in
Scripture to salvation and judgement.
Finally, 45 = Q+, Donald J. Trump, the 45th POTUS. Trump in Simple Gematria = 88. Q, or 17,
reduces to 8. So with Q+, we have three 8's. We can take it further with the 88. 8 + 8 = 16. 1 + 6
= 7. DJT, or 4, 10, 20 in Simple Gematria, reduces to 7. Just a coincidence? "You are a detective
now, you are not allowed to believe in coincidence" ~Commissioner Gordon, The Dark Knight
Rises.
Now we are really ready to go. I see you have your umbrella. That is good, but try not to get hit
by lightning. Speaking of lightning, did you know that a famous George Floyd mural was struck
and destroyed by lightning?
The lightning strike occurred on Tuesday 7/13/2021 at 16:30 local time.
7 + 13 + 20 + 21 + 16 + 30 = 107. Remove the zero and you are left with 17.
When it comes to trolling, no one does it better than YHWH.

The Calm Before The Storm
The date was October 5, 2017. The place was the White House. President Trump held a briefing
with several senior military officials and then hosted the military leaders and their spouses for
dinner. At one point, during a photo opportunity with reporters, Trump made some cryptic
comments that sent Twitter abuzz and would later became one of the most famous Q proofs.
Trump: “You guys know what this represents?”
Reporter: “Tell us, sir.”
Trump: “I don’t know. Maybe it’s the calm before the storm.”
Reporter: “What’s the storm?”
Trump: “Could be the calm, the calm before the storm.”
Reporter: “What storm, Mr. President?”
Trump: “We have the world’s great military people in the room, I will tell you that, and we are
going to have a great evening. Thank you all for coming. Thank you all.”

Reporter: “What storm, Mr. President?”
Trump: “You’ll find out.”

23 days later, the first Q post appeared on the anonymous messaging platform, 4chan. That same
day John Durham was appointed as special prosecutor. Q would later confirm that this was not a
coincidence.
Q Post 3969, Apr 15, 2020 2:28:00 PM EDT (truncated)
You have more than you know.
DURHAM start.
Q OP start.
5:5?
Q
Apr 15, 2020: 4/15/2020, 4 + 15 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 0 = 23
Durham started 23 days after Trump's "calm before the storm" statement.

Q Op started 23 days after Trump's "calm before the storm" statement.
5:5?: Q Op and Durham are both part of what? The Storm.
The Storm started 23 days after Trump's "calm before the storm" statement.
23 = The Storm
There are a couple of things I want to point out about this particular interaction between Trump
and the Fake News. First, this is a great example of Trump trolling. And let me tell you, he is the
King of Troll. Strike that. He is the Great MAGA King of Troll. Second, and more importantly,
this is an example of Trump using the power of three. Satanists understand the power of three.
When you say a spell twice, it doubles the effectiveness. Saying it three times magnifies the
power to infinity, or the maximum power. Notice how Trump waits for the reporter to ask three
times, "what storm?" before answering, "you'll find out." He was maximizing the power. "Aha!",
you might exclaim, "Trump is a Satanist! I knew it!" Well, not so fast. Satanists know and use
the power of three because it is real. It is real because YHWH Himself has established it. We see
it throughout Scripture. "Woe, woe, woe" of Rev 8:13 is one example. Interestingly, 8 + 13 = 21
and 2 + 1 = 3. Three "woes" in a chapter/verse number that reduces to 3. Coincidence? Here is
another.
The Israelites were on the border land of Canaan, but their leader, Moses had died. YHWH chose
Joshua to lead Israel cross the Jordan River to Canaan, the Promised Land. YHWH promised to
Joshua that “no man shall be able to stand before you all the days of your life; as I was with
Moses, so I will be with you. I will not leave you nor forsake you” (Jos. 1:5). Then three times,
YHWH gave encouragement to Joshua, be strong and of good courage.
1. Joshua 1:6 “Be strong and of good courage…”
2. Joshua 1:7 “Only be strong and very courageous…”
3. Joshua 1:9 “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and of good courage…”
It just so happens that there are some interesting numbers related to these three passages.
Joshua 1:6: 1 + 6 = 7 (perfection)
Joshua 1:7: 1 and 7 is 17 (Q)
Joshua 1:9: 1 and 9 is 19 (Qof)
And these numbers can be found in a related Q post.

Q Post #2431, Nov 06, 2018 1:09:41 AM EST

There was a time when our children stood at attention, put their hand on their heart, and in one
UNITED voice, recited the PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
There was a time when STRENGTH and HONOR meant something.
There was a time when standing for our FLAG meant something.
There was a time when our history (heritage) was taught with PRIDE and RESPECT.
There was a time when respect was given to those who serve(d), bled, and died to protect and
defend our GOD GIVEN FREEDOM.
There was a time when we were GRATEFUL.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD,
was UNITED.

There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD,
was UNITED UNDER ONE FLAG.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, decided our future.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, had a voice.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, were UNITED and STRONG.
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our
children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the
same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children
what it was once like in the United States where men were free."
"You and I have the courage to say to our enemies, "There is a price we will not pay." "There is
a point beyond which they must not advance."
"We'll preserve for our children this, the last best hope of man on earth, or we'll sentence them
to take the last step into a thousand years of darkness."
-Ronald Reagan
It is time, WE, THE PEOPLE, reclaim what is rightfully ours.
Will you answer the call?
Your Country needs you.
Your VOTE matters!
WE STAND TOGETHER.
"Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; BE COURAGEOUS; BE STRONG."
– 1 Corinthians 16:13
Q
Joshua 1:6: 1 + 6 = 7 (perfection)
2[43]1: Bracket the 7, leaves 3 or 7 to the ultimate power. 7 x 3 = 21 which reduces to 3.
Speaking of three sevens, on the day Q+ was inaugurated in January of 2017 as the 45th POTUS,
he was 70 years, 7 months, and 7 days old.

2431: 2 + 4 + 3 + 1 = 10 (5:5, loud and clear, or Q in Reverse Ordinal Gematria).
Joshua 1:7: 1 and 7 is 17 (Q)
Nov 06: 11/6: 11 + 6 = 17 (Q)
Joshua 1:9: 1 and 9 is 19 (Qof)
1:09:41: 1 and 9 is 19 (Qof)
1:09:41: 1 + 9 = 10 (5:5) and 4 + 1 = 5 (23 reduces to 5, 23 = The Storm)
UNDERSTAND THE STORM
Continuing from the above Q post.
2018: 2 + 0 + 1 + 8 = 11 (hexadecimal Q)
1 Corinthians 16:13: 1 + 6 + 1 + 3 = 11 (hexadecimal Q)
1 Corinthians 16:13: 16 + 13 = 29 which reduces to 11 (hexadecimal Q)

The Storm is Upon Us
Q Post 55, Nov 02, 2017 2:44:21 PM EDT
Look to Twitter:
Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."
God bless.
55: (UNDERSTAND)
Nov 02, 2017: 11 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 7 = 23 (The Storm)
Nov 02, 2017 2:44:21: 11 + 2 + 20 + 17 + 2 + 44 + 21 = 117 (remember this number)
We find ourselves in a fight that is very much so a fight of good over evil. And if I am right
about what point we are at in His-Story, then this is for all the marbles. Furthermore, the
language being used in this fight, the language between us and them, is the language of numbers.
Does the Illuminati and the elite believe in numbers? Yes.

Do they use numbers for everything they do? Yes.
Is everything they do a numbers-based ritual? Yes.
Who do they worship? Lucifer
Is the one they worship The Boss or The Apprentice? The Apprentice.
If you want to take down the evil elite/Illuminati who are running this world, do you need to
know how they think/operate? Yes.
Who created numbers? YHWH.
Does He use numbers? Yes.
Does He communicate in numbers? Yes.
Why is there a book of the Bible named Numbers? Because numbers are important/significant.
Does YHWH work through people and angels to bring about His will? His plan? The Plan? Yes.
If The Plan is to take down the evil global satanic cabal (aka Illuminati, Secret Societies,
Masons, swamp, deep state) would you use numbers? Yes.
Playbook known. ~Q
Trust the plan. ~Q
Bigger than you can imagine. ~Q
Timestamps have meaning. ~Q
It’s going to be Biblical ~Q
For those of you newer to Q, The Storm is understood to be a time when wicked people in places
of power will be removed. What does that look like? Are we to just sit around and Trust The
Plan? Are we to wait for others to act as we watch the movie while eating popcorn? Well, yes
and no. It's complicated.
We all play a role in His-Story. And what we are supposed to do is what we are called to do.
There is one called to be John Durham. There are some who are called to run for office. There
are some who are called to spread truth on social media. Some are called to be investigators,
special forces operators, nurses, teachers, mentors, or a friend to someone who needs a friend.
Some are called to be a homeschooling mom who raises her children to follow YHWH's
instructions for righteousness so that when they are older, they will not depart from it. Each and
every one of us plays our part and YHWH uses each and every one of us to carry out His Plan,

The Plan. So, we are to at the same time trust The Plan and be The Plan. We are to watch The
Storm while enjoying some popcorn being cozy in the knowledge that Nothing Can Stop What Is
Coming while at the same time, we are to be The Storm.
Noah both watched the storm rage around him and participated by following Yah's instructions
to build the ark, gather provisions, and care for the animals. At the Red Sea, the people of Israel
watched YHWH's deliverance while at the same time participated in it as they crossed through
the parted water to the other side, luring Pharaoh and his army into their doom. In the story of
Esther, while Yah was laying the trap behind the scenes for the wicked in high places through
Esther and Mordecai, the people, when power was given back to them, also had to rise up, claim
their right to self-defense and act upon it. Yah has a history of bringing storms upon the wicked
and delivering the righteous, but the righteous also play their part. They are saved through the
storm but also play a role in being the storm.

If we are truly in Satan’s short season, and I am convinced we are, then the nations are deceived.
What counters deception? What would a storm look like to the enemy? What would the enemy
fear most?
Q Post 953, Mar 17, 2018 3:03:41 PM EDT (truncated)
They think you are STUPID.
They think you will follow the STARS.
They openly call you SHEEP/CATTLE.
THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE
STREET.
BIGGEST FEAR.
PUBLIC AWAKENING.
Q
953: 9 + 5 + 3 = 17 (Q)
3:03:41: 3 + 3 + 4 + 1 = 11 (Hexadecimal Q)
3:03:41 PM: 15:03:41; 15 + 3 + 4 + 1 = 23 (The Storm)
Mar 17: 17 (Q)
Mar 17, 2018 3:03:41 PM: 3/17/2018 15:03:41; 3 + 17 + 20 + 18 + 15 + 3 + 41 = 117 (date/time
stamp numbers add up to the same number 117 as Q Post 55, above, which states the Storm is
upon us. Coincidence?)
117
1[17]
[11]7
Do you see it? In the post number, time stamp, and date, we have a 17, 11, 17 pattern. If we add
all the numbers up in the date and time stamp, we have 117 which also produces a 17, 11, 17
pattern. Bracket the 17 and bracket the 11 leaves you with a 1 and a 7 or 17.
But we will do one better. Watch what happens when we add post number and date/time stamp
together.

9 + 5 + 3 + 3 + 17 + 20 + 18 + 15 + 3 + 41 = 134
1[34] = 1[7] = 17 (Q)
When I see things like this, or the lightning strike on the George Floyd mural, I see YHWH
putting His stamp or seal on the Q Team Operation. There is only one who can cause a lightning
strike to hit and destroy a Cabal symbol. He chose for the date and time of that lightning strike to
equal 17. There is only one who can orchestrate the numbers to line up like this down to the
second, especially considering lag, etc. There is no way a human could have planned for the drop
number, date, and time stamp down to the second to equal 17. For man, this is impossible. But
for YHWH, it’s as simple as 2 and 2 being 4.
Do you believe in coincidences?
Enjoy the show.
Q

Gog and Magog
7 And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be released from his prison 8 and will
come out to deceive the nations that are at the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to
gather them for battle; their number is like the sand of the sea.
Revelation 20:7-8
20:7-8: 2 + 0 + 7 + 8 = 17 (Q)
Ah, the famous future battle of Gog and Magog. You have probably heard it talked about in
terms like, the great last battle or Armageddon. But is there going to be a battle? The passage
says the deceived nations will be gathered for battle, but does a battle actually happen? Let's
keep reading.
9 And they marched up over the broad plain of the earth and surrounded the camp of the saints
and the beloved city, but fire came down out of heaven from God and consumed them, 10 and
the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and sulfur where the beast and
the false prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night forever and ever.
Revelation 20:9-10
9-10: 9 + 10 = 19 (Qof)
20:9-[10]: 2 + 0 + 9 = 11 (hexadecimal Q) and 10 (5:5, loud and clear, perfect understanding)

Looks like one side doesn't even get off a shot. It almost seems anti-climactic. But that is not
what I wanted to talk about concerning Gog and Magog. What I want to focus on is the
seemingly random insertion of Gog and Magog into the text. Why was this dropped in here,
specifically between talking about the nations being deceived and then gathering for battle?
There was a purpose. Yah doesn’t just randomly insert phrases into Scripture for grins and
giggles. Let's endeavor to find out what this little clue might be.
Gog and Magog are referenced together twice in Scripture by name. Besides the brief mention in
Revelation 20, it is also referenced in Ezekiel 38-39. Premillennial eschatology tries to portray
Ezekiel 38-39 as something that will happen in our future. The problem with this position is
Ezekiel 38-39 reads very much like something in our past. It would be very hard to read Ezekiel
38-39 and put that anywhere in the future at all. Especially when putting it in the context of the
book of Ezekiel itself. Right before Gog and Magog, we have the dry bones story, which is a
picture of Israel coming out of exile. Following Gog and Magog, Ezekiel then flows into the
restoration of the temple. Both events are things that have already happened in our past. I
recognize they could have a future aspect, a foreshadowing so to speak. Nonetheless, it would be
odd for an event that exclusively takes place thousands of years into the future to be inserted into
Ezekiel in context with events that have already taken place. It would be consistent for an event
to be included that was fulfilled during those same times as the passages before and after and
perhaps is also a foreshadowing of an event in the distant future.
One of the pet peeves I have with the Dispensational Premillennial position in general is the
tendency to take things out of context, not reading where they fit in with the narrative or the
culture context. Should we frame the entire Bible based on how we think it is going to end, or
should we look at it as an epic narrative, starting at the beginning and connecting all the puzzle
pieces as we go? Granted, it is not simple. If the Bible is a puzzle, then it is one where the
original box has been lost and your mom just put the pieces in a random clothing gift box. Oh,
and some of the pieces have been lost under the couch cushions and down in the HVAC vent. All
this to say, we want to be careful to follow the laws of hermeneutics in how we look at this.
If we did not have Revelation 19 and 20, what would we do with Ezekiel 38 and 39? If we did
not have Revelation, would anybody think this was future? We would look at it and say, "oh, that
is something that happened in the past." What makes it problematic is when we look at
Revelation 19-20, we see much of the same wording as Ezekiel 38-39. So, with that preface, lets
work through this. We will do so by asking three questions.

Don't worry, I promise I will not ask you what the velocity is of an unladen swallow. Although
bonus points if you can tell me what it is for both the African and European varieties.
Question #1: How does Gog and Magog fit in with the sequence of events or the chronological
order of the prophetic narrative of Ezekiel overall?
I touched on this earlier. Remember? Right before Gog and Magog, we have the dry bones story,
which is a picture of Israel coming out of exile. Following Gog and Magog, Ezekiel then flows
into the restoration of the temple. So, what happens in between? What if I told you Gog and
Magog in Ezekiel is the same event as the Esther story, the 17th book of the Bible?
"Preposterous!" you exclaim. "Preposterous and ridiculous! Insubordinate and churlish!"
Hold on, hear me out. I have sauce. And there are a lot of Q Code numbers in the sauce. I will
expand on some of the more hidden Q Code numbers in the referenced verses below. For the
more obvious ones, I will simply bold them for you.
•

An Agagite (see Esther 3:1,10; 8:3,5; 9:24) = any leader of Amalek (Numb 24:7; 1 Sam.
15:8). Therefore, Haman represents the ancient spiritual struggle between Amalek and
Israel (Ex. 17:8-16; Deut. 25:17-19).

Esther 3:1,10: verse 1 and verse 10 = 11 + Chapter 3 = three 11's.
Esther 8:3,5: 8 + 3 + 5 = 16 which reduces to 7.
Ex. 17:8-16: Besides the obvious chapter 17, we also get a 17 when we add up all the
chapter/verse numbers.
17 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 = 125: 1[25]: 1[7]: 17

Deut. 25:17-19: besides the obvious 7 (chapter number 2 + 5) and the obvious 17 and 19 (in the
verse numbers) we have a hidden 7 when we add up all the chapter and verse numbers.
2 + 5 + 1 + 7 + 1 + 8 + 1 + 9 = 34: 34 reduces to 7
25 + 17 + 18 + 19 = 79: 7 + 9 = 16: 16 reduces to 7
•

•

•

The Amalekites were descendants of Magog, the son of Japheth (deduction of Gen. 10:2;
Numb. 24:20; 24:7 in LXX; Ezek. 38:17; Ex. 17:16; Josephus). So there is also a Magog
connection.
Gog = Agag (cf. Numb. 24:7 in Hebrew and then compare to LXX). The difference in
spelling can be explained by the differences in Persian and Hebrew pronunciation. So,
there is a Gog connection to the story of Esther as well. Saying that Haman was an
Agagite is (using different national pronunciation) the same thing as saying that he is a
Gogite.
Gog and Magog cannot be a new people who are unmentioned before the time of Ezekiel.
Though this is the first time that a nation is mentioned by this name, Ezekiel says, "Are
you not the one I spoke of in former days by my servants the prophets of Israel? At that
time, they prophesied for years that I would bring you against them." (Ezek. 38:17). If
Gog and Magog are Amalek, then this makes sense. Many prophets spoke of Amalek
including Moses (Ex. 17:16, etc), Balaam (Numb. 24:20), Samuel (1 Sam. 15:1-3,17-23),
Deborah (Judges 5:14), Gideon (Judges 6-7), an unnamed prophet (Judges 10:11-14),
David (1 Sam. 30) and Asaph (Psalm 83). They prophesied of multigenerational warfare
in Exodus 17:16; Numb. 14:43; 24:20; Deut. 25:17-19; 1 Sam. 14:48; 15:18; etc.

Judges 10:11-14: Besides the obvious 10 and 11, we have a hidden 17. 10 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 = 17
1 Sam. 14:48: 1 + 4 + 4 + 8 = 17
•

•

•

Haman's name appears in Ezekiel's prophecy as Hamon (39:11,15,16). Again, this slight
change in pronunciation (which is common with other names) can be explained by the
language differences. The phrase, "the valley of Hamon of Gog" would then be
equivalent to Haman of Agag (or "Haman the Agagite").
The battle of Ezekiel occurs when Jerusalem and the other towns still have no walls
(Ezek. 38:11). This rules out an interpretation in the days of the Maccabees or later since
Jerusalem has had walls ever since Nehemiah built them. However, at this point in
Esther's story, no walls have been built. Nehemiah has not yet started that work.
The battle engages the same nations as are in the empire under Darius, year 12 (510 BC).
Note that India is not conquered by Darius until year 16 (506 BC). It is very significant
that Ezekiel excludes India from the battle of Gog and Magog. (Ezek. 38:5,6,8,12,23,13;
39:1,6,7,21,27,28 with Esther 3:12-14). In Ezekiel's description, Persia is the far eastern
border, Ethiopia is the far southwestern border, Dedan in the south and Togarmah on the
far, far north. And then Ezekiel covers everything in between by mentioning all the
nations of the empire. We've already read in Esther 3:12-14 that this decree went out to
every nation and province and chapter 9 indicates the conflict happened in every

province. Again, it places the fulfillment of this within the reign of a king who rules over
a vast region that includes India and Ethiopia – Darius fits the bill.
Esther 3:12-14: 3 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 4 = 11
•

•

This empire-wide conflict is led by a mere prince rather than by the emperor, and yet this
prince is called the "chief prince" implying that he was one of several princes in the
empire (cf. Ezek. 38:2,3; 39:1 NIV with Esther 3:1).
The seven months wait in Ezekiel 39:12-16 is equivalent to the time from Purim till feast
of Tabernacles when cleansing waters are made with the ashes of the heifer.

Ezekiel 39:12-16: 1 + 2 + 1 + 6 = 10
Ezekiel 39:12-16: 12,13,14,15,16; 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 = 70
10 and 70 reduces to 1 and 7 or 17
Ezekiel 39:12-16: 39:12,13,14,15,16; 39 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 = 109 or 19
•

Israel has just recently come back into the land (Ezek. 38:8 makes Ezek. 38-39 sequential
with Ezek. 34-37).

Ezek. 38:8: 3 + 8 = 11; 11 + 8 = 19
Ezek. 38-39: 38 + 39 = 77 (2 sevens)
Ezek. 34-37: 3 + 4 = 7 and 3 + 7 = 10; 7 + 10 = 17
•

•

Occurs in a time when Israel is divided up into tribes (Ezek. 37:19) This rules out any
interpretation after the Middle Ages since Israel is so intermixed that there are no tribal
divisions discernable.
The enemy lives in a time when they use horses (Ezek. 38:15), swords (Ezek. 38:4),
arrows, bows, war clubs (Ezek. 39:9), and wood instruments (Ezek. 39:10). Again, this
would tend to rule out any fulfillment future to us.

Ezek. 38:15: 3 + 8 = 11 and 1 + 5 = 6; 11 + 6 = 17
Ezek. 39:10: 3 + 9 = 12 + 10 = 22 (11:11)
•

In Esther the fighting occurs in every province. In Ezekiel we see a focus on Palestine,
but Ezekiel indicates that "all the nations will see the punishment" (Ezek. 39:21) and God
will "send fire on Magog and on those who live in safety in the coastlands" (Ezek.
39:6). So, both passages portray fighting universally, and not just in Palestine.

Ezek. 39:6: 39 + 6 = 45

•

•

The motive in both passages involves anti-Semitic hatred (see hatred of Haman in Esther
3:6,8-9) and his designation as "the enemy of the Jews" (Esther 3:10;9:1,10). Also notice
the phrase "those who hated them" (Esther 9:1; cf. Ezek. 38:16).
Another motive in both passages is the desire to plunder the Jews (Ezek. 38:12,13;
39:10; Esther 3:13).

Ezek. 38:12,13: 38 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 = 45
•

•
•
•

Both passages show that the Jews were authorized to plunder those who fought against
them (Esther 8:11; Ezek. 39:10). Yet both passages imply that the enemy was under the
ban, and that the plunder was therefore to be devoted to the Lord. Notice the sacrificial
language in Ezekiel 39:17-20. According to Ezekiel, these Amalekites and all that they
had were being sacrificed upon the table of the Most High. This may explain why the
Jews in Esther "did not lay a hand upon the plunder" of Haman's ten sons (Esther 9:10),
or the Jewish enemies in Shushan (9:15) or the Jewish enemies in the provinces (Esther
9:16). James Jordan's hypothesis is that the money was devoted to the temple. (In this
connection, notice the preoccupation with the restored temple in the chapters after
Ezekiel 39.).
The planned destruction of the Jews is reversed in both passages and comes upon
the enemy.
In both passages Gentiles are called to arms against Israel by the prince (Ezek. 38:8;
Esther 3:13-14).
There are an enormous number of dead in both passages. (Ezek. 39:12-16; Esther
9:12-16).

12-16: 12,13,14,15,16; 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 4 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 6 = 25; 2 + 5 = 7
•

•
•
•
•

In both passages, YHWH disarms many of the enemies before they can even use their
weapons (Ezek. 39:3; Esther 9:2). This may account for the enormous numbers of
weapons being burned in Ezekiel 39:9-10. Perhaps those who changed sides and favored
Israel might have been required to symbolically turn over their weapons.
In both passages there are Gentiles who fight on behalf of Israel against their own
nationality (Ezek. 38:21; Esther 9:3; 8:17).
In both passages the fear of the Most High falls upon the Gentiles and there is a
conversion of Gentiles to the true faith (Ezek. 38:23; 39:7; Esther 8:17).
In both passages Israel is humbled and drawn into a closer walk with YHWH (Ezek.
39:22,21-29; Esther 4:1,3,15-16).
In both passages, Israel (the Jews) gain respect and influence among the nations
(Ezek. 39:21,23,27; Esther 8:17; 9:3-4; 10:1-3).

Ezek. 39:21,23,27: 2 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 7 = 17
•

Though this last point is questionable, it may be that the memorial fires were kept
burning for seven years after the battle (39:9-10) because this is the period it would take
until Nehemiah built the walls.

I rest my case.
Question #2: Is the Gog and Magog of Ezekiel and Revelation the same historical event? Perhaps
a better way to phrase the question would be is there any relationship between the two or are they
linked in any way?
I think it is obvious that the Gog and Magog event of Revelation 20 is not the same event as the
Gog and Magog event in Ezekiel. Especially when we see the overwhelming evidence that the
Ezekiel event has already been fulfilled during Esther and we know that the Revelation event is
in the distant future relative to Esther as it takes place during Satan's short season. So, is there
any relation between the two? Yes. The relationship is the Ezekiel Gog and Magog / Esther story
is a foreshadowing of what the Revelation Gog and Magog event will look like. The enemy will
have Yah's children surrounded, their plans laid, their traps set. It will seem like all is lost. But
something will change. There will be a flip event, seemingly insignificant at the time, like
Mordecai overhearing a plot against the king, that flips everything around. The traps the enemy
set in place will be used against them. There will be nothing the enemy will be able to do to stop
it. When they realize this, will they panic? What lengths will they go to try to stop it, to try to
keep control?
Q Post 4763, Sep 24, 2020 5:52:19 PM EDT (truncated)
These people are stupid!
PAN[DEM]IC_DEM_PANIC
Q
5:52:19 PM can be written as 17:52:19 (Q:7:Qof)
17 + 52 + 19 = 88
Trump = 88

88: 8 + 8 = 16; 1 + 6 = 7
Q Post 4951, Nov 12, 2020 10:20:17 PM EST
Shall we play a game?
[N]othing [C]an [S]top [W]hat [I]s [C]oming

NCSWIC
https://www.cisa.gov/safecom/NCSWIC
Who stepped down today [forced]?
https://www.cisa.gov/bryan-s-ware
More coming?
Why is this relevant?
How do you 'show' the public the truth?
How do you 'safeguard' US elections post-POTUS?
How do you 'remove' foreign interference and corruption and install US-owned voter ID law(s)
and other safeguards?
It had to be this way.
Sometimes you must walk through the darkness before you see the light.
Q
4951: 4 + 9 + 5 + 1 = 19
Nov = 11
2020 10:20:17: (2020: 2 + 0 + 2 + 0 = 4 ); 4,10,20 (DJT) and 17
Question #3: What does this mean for us?
Now that is the million-dollar question, isn't it? I want to touch on some of the items I
highlighted in my answer to Question #1.
Israel is humbled and drawn into a closer walk with YHWH. Who is Israel? No, today, who
is Israel? I pointed out in the last article that the Jewish race no longer exists. They were
scattered all over the earth and have lost all tribal relations. Since all tribal genealogical records
were destroyed with the Temple in A.D. 70 it is impossible to establish a pure Jewish race today.
So, who is Israel? All those who believe in Yahusha Messiah are Israel!
26 for in Christ Jesus you are all sons of God, through faith. 27 For as many of you as were
baptized into Christ have put on Christ. 28 There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave[a] nor free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. 29 And if you
are Christ's, then you are Abraham's offspring, heirs according to promise.

Galatians 3:26-29
Galatians 3:26-29: 26 + 29 = 55
Galatians 3:26-29: 2 + 6 + 2 + 9 = 19
Galatians 3:26-29: 2 + 6 + 2 + 7 + 2 + 8 + 2 + 9 = 38, 3 + 8 = 11
Galatians 3: 55, 19, and 11 to the power of 3.
Q Post 2450, Nov 07, 2018 1:12:06 PM EST
We are going to show you a new world.
Those who are blind will soon see the light.
A beautiful brave new world lies ahead.
We take this journey together.
One step at a time.
WWG1WGA!
Q
2450: 2 + 4 + 5 + 0 = 11
Nov 07: 11/7: 117
1:12:06: 1 + 12 + 6 = 19
I think we are going to see a humbling of Yah's people, but through The Storm, they will be
drawn closer to The Father. Where we go one, we go all!
There are Gentiles who fight on behalf of Israel against their own nationality. Think about
how this would look today, in Satan's short season. Israel, the nation state, is not Israel. And if
you are Christ's, then you are Abraham's offspring, heirs according to promise. We basically
have two nationalities now. The seed of the Son of Man and the seed of Satan. So, if the Gog and
Magog event of Ezekiel is a foreshadowing of the Gog and Magog event of Revelation 20, then
we should expect to see unbelievers who fight on the side of righteousness. And I think we will
be shocked by some. Are we perhaps seeing this with Elon Musk, for example? Seems his
takedown of Twitter is not just happening in a vacuum.
Another example might be Vladimir Putin. Are you keeping up with what he is doing in
Ukraine? No, not the Fake News narrative about what he is doing, what he is really doing? If not,

I suggest you check out BioClandestine on Telegram. A strong case can be made that Putin is
taking out the deep state money laundering operations, removing the Nazis that have been
persecuting the Ukrainian people, and exposing deep state bioweapons labs in Ukraine.
The fear of the Most High falls upon the Gentiles and there is a conversion of Gentiles to
the true faith. Sounds like a great awakening.
Q Post 4429, Jun 06, 2020 2:32:28 PM EDT (truncated)
The Armor of God
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you
can take your stand against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood,
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against
the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that
when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done
everything, to stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the
breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from
the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can
extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. 17 Take the helmet of salvation and the sword
of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind,
be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord’s people.
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in Yourself.
Have faith in God.
The Great Awakening.
Q
4429: 4 + 4 + 2 + 9 = 19
Jun 06, 2020: 6/6/2020, 6 + 6 + 2 + 2 = 16, 1 + 6 = 7
2:32:28: 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 8 = 17
The planned destruction of the Jews is reversed in both passages and comes upon the
enemy. Do you remember Prism? Prism was a program that the Deep State/Cabal created to spy
on each and every one of us. They could access our emails, text messages, phone calls any time
they wanted. They could turn on the cameras and microphones in our phones, sound bars,
laptops, tablets, thermostats, etc. any time they wanted. And they knew exactly where you were

at all times based on triangulating all the data you were feeding them from all your devices.
Edward Snowden blew the whistle on this.
If you have seen 2000 Mules, then you might have noticed some things in the following scene.
See the angel above Dinesh D'Souza's head? That is not random. The enemy places symbolism
in their productions. If you are going to troll the enemy, you would do the same. This was
purposefully placed to send the enemy a message. But that was not the only message that was
sent. See the red folder on the table?

Where else have we seen a red folder like that? It was January 6, 2021, backstage prior to Trump
taking the podium to give his speech. Donald Trump Jr. was recording for social media. As he
panned the room, we got a glimpse of President Trump purposefully looking at the camera and
holding something up in his hand.

A red folder. Again, like the angel, the red folder was placed there for a purpose. Donald Trump
is very good at trolling the enemy.
But these are not the only things that were purposefully placed in this movie. In the below scene,
we get a glimpse of the very tool the enemy created to use against us now being used against
them.

The program being shown on the screen is Prism. The actor in the scene looks like Edward
Snowden. This was purposeful. A message is being sent. We have it all. ~Q
Gregg Phillips was asked on Truth Social about this.

There are a couple of things to point out about this question. First of all, based purely on how the
question is worded, I am pretty sure the individual asking the question is familiar with/held or
holds a top-level clearance. He gives Gregg Phillips an out with the last sentence. Are
NDA's/Clearance/Mission/Oath binding you so that you may not answer truthfully "publicly"?
He knows that if what he is asking is true that Gregg Phillips cannot answer it truthfully.

Furthermore, based on the way he worded the question, Gregg Phillips knows that he knows this.
Gregg responds.

His answer was, "Yes."
Are NDA's/Clearance/Mission/Oath binding you so that you may not answer truthfully
"publicly"?
Yes.
He goes on to state that he has requirements that protect their sources and significant
Intellectual Property (IP) that compels them to be circumspect in their responses. In other words,
he is not going to tell you the truth because he can't. By stating this, Gregg is answering the
hidden question, "Is this Prism or something like it?", without answering the question that he
cannot answer truthfully. If the data seen on 2000 Mules was something anyone can go buy from
various companies, as it was portrayed in 2000 Mules, then there are no Intellectual Property
requirements, there are no requirements to protect sources that would compel them to be
circumspect in their responses.
Continuing. After he finished saying he cannot tell the truth about it, he provides some more
info. Keep in mind, he just finished telling us he cannot tell us.

Not traditional GPS signals.
Stamped with lat, long, horizontal accuracy and temporal markers.
Apply significant algorithmic logic.
The conversation continues.

Do you see what he said there? Law enforcement uses their data, their team, and their analytics?
Why would law enforcement be using True the Vote's data, team, or analytics? I know I have
assumed that True the Vote is a just a non-profit organization. What if True the Vote is more
than that?

Q Post 4241, May 14, 2020 1:08:47 PM EDT (truncated)

Worth remembering.
Think Chess.
Do you attack the KING in the beginning or middle-to-end?
QUEEN protects KING?
Q

4241: 4 + 2 + 4 + 1 = 11 (hexadecimal Q)
May 14: 5/14, 5 + 14 = 19 (Qof) or 5 + 1 + 4 = 10; 5:5 (UNDERSTAND)
1:08:47 PM: 13:08:47; 1 + 3 + 0 + 8 + 4 + 7 = 23 (The Storm)
While I was researching more in depth for this article, I made a startling discovery. Let me just
say my mind was blown again. For me, this is another confirmation of the above, that Gregg
Phillips, Catherine Engelbrecht, and the True the Vote operation is part of a military intelligence
operation and coming from the same group that started disseminating intelligence on October 28,
2017. Look at the nose, the beard growth pattern, the mouth, the same tilt to the head. Folks, the
tares are being removed from the harvest field. It is happening.

Q Post 4486, Jun 20, 2020 3:15:16 PM EDT
It must be right.
It must be according to the law.
It must be proven.
It's what you don't see.

Durham is NOT THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN.
Q
3:15:16 PM: 15:15:16, 1 + 5 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 6 = 19 (Qof)
Jun 20, 2020 3:15:16 PM: 6/20 15:15:16; 6 + 20 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 6 = 45
What comes after the hunt?

Patriot Games.

Q Post 3596, Nov 15, 2019 1:38:28 PM EST
What advantages might exist when you know the other sides playbook?
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/TRAP
Enjoy the show!
Q

3596: 3 + 5 + 9 + 6 = 23 (The Storm)
Nov 15: 11/15, 11 + 1 + 5 = 17 (Q)
2019: 19 (Qof)
1:38:28 PM: 13:38:28, 1 + 3 + 3 + 8 + 2 + 8 = 25, 2 + 5 = 7 (complete, perfection)
You can trust The Plan. It comes directly from YHWH. It is perfect. It is complete. You have a
specific pre-ordained role to play in His-Story. We get to enjoy the show and participate in it.
We are The Plan. We are The Storm. Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming!
For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future.
Jeremiah 29:11
29:11: chapter 29 (2 + 9 = 11) and verse 11; 11:11
Is The Storm referenced by Q the Gog and Magog event of Revelation 20? I think it is. What if I
told you the flip event, or the event that changes the future from two separate possible outcomes
to only one outcome being possible, has already happened? With that, I think I am going to leave
you hanging like Haman, because why not? Besides, this rabbit hole is going to warrant its own
article. I will leave a little clue though…
Q Post 3555, Jul 30, 2019 1:34:14 PM EDT
Time travel is fun.
Or….
Q
Q Post 3440, Jul 17, 2019 10:20:24 PM EDT (truncated)
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?
For Anons/Patriots.
Q

